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Choices for bars in State College are virtually endless. But couldn't say which will have the Eagles on. I'd
suggest "most" of them.
Sports Bars that will definitely have it:
Champs. Usually a bit overcrowded for my tastes during sporting events. Food is good but not great, menu is
huge.
Damon's will also certainly have it. The downstairs has large TV's for walls, and basically every sporting event
known to man is on one of them. Near the stadium. Typical chain restaurant food.
Arena will also have it. It's a sports bar attached to the bowling alley on the N. Atherton side of town, not far
from Champs.
Standard bars, not sports bars, that have TV's and will probably have it (not including downtown bars).
American AleHouse and Grill is one of my favorite bars. It has TV's in the bar area but no idea what they'll have
on. I'd assume they would. Local type place out of the hustle and bustle, with a bit of class, great burgers, and
good beer.
Otto's. Brewery on N. Atherton nearly all the way to the bypass. Light on TV's, but there are TV's in the bar. At
least there used to be. Great beer, good food.
I'd guess that your chain/steakhouse type places would have it too in their bar areas. Texas Roadhouse,
Outback, Applebees. Nicer, sit down pizza places as well. Faccia Luna is the best pizza in town, don't
remember how they fair for TV's. Home Delivery Pizza Pub is actually a sports bar type scene and will have it,
and there's one in SC as well as Bellefonte.
Downtown (remember that Thursday night is a college drinking night, so crowds and parking issues).
The Sports Cafe, Pickles, and other bars will probably have it on downtown, if you like that kind of scene
(Thursday night is a drinking night in a college town). If you're gonna go downtown, I'd probably pick Pickles.

